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He is past-oriented and strongly influenced by the values of his mother. It results from the relaxed
manipulation of the pen, which allows for more ink flow. They apply their energy with precision and
efficiency. Much apparent pastiosity is the result of a broken-down pen. Inside, the person feels socially
inferior and off-center. These people possess a certain delicacy of feeling. The social self, the personality, will
express erratically and often flamboyantly, sometimes striking out with vocal tirades or physical movements.
Downstrokes are contracting strokes and are indicated by solid lines. To detect pastiosity, look for a blob of
ink or a slight widening of the strokes near the tops of upper zone and the bottoms of lower zone loops at the
completion of curves. Thus it may be seen anywhere in the writing-either alongside or on top of the stroke.
For example, pastiosity which produces ink-filled ovals shows a personality capable of explosive outbursts.
Generally, sharper strokes are faster ones, while the blur of pastiosity indicates a slowing down. It is possible
for a lefthander to achieve a fluid, rightward motion by adjusting his body and the paper, so there is very little
evidence to support the popular notion that lefthanders will always slant to the left. The contraction and
release action of the fingers continually modifies the force o f the pen against the paper. If one is righthanded
yet slants to the left, it is a sign of contact avoidance and concentration instead upon the self. The following
three examples were supplied by three different individuals using the same pen-a wide-point felt tip. The
width of the stroke-the relative thinness or thickness of the stroke tells you how the writer displays energy in
action. Research has shown that they have an impulse to swing the left arm away from the body in a leftward
direction. These writers are out of touch with themselves emotionally yet are self-absorbed at the same time.
When the rest of the writing is harmonious, the finest peaks of spirituality and idealism are reached. This
person falls into k category of reversal of the usual meaning of heavy pressure. These people are better at
understanding everyone elses problems than their own. These writers respond sensually to color, light and
sound in the environment. How do you recognize the standard width? After you have felt a lot of samples, you
will begin to know when a writing is unusually heavy or unusually light in pressure. Four Widths of Stroke
Standard. It is natural for the upstrokes and the rightward strokes release to be somewhat lighter than the
downstrokes contraction. The paranoid is unable to take responsibility for the hostility he feels inside, and
instead sees it reflected back at him from others. The most natural writing for a lefthander would be from right
to left with reversed letter formations and a leftward slope of 35 to 40 degrees. Women with this type of lower
zone are also very dependent on their spouses. It is easy to see the shading of the stroke. Writing records these
nearly imperceptible changes in the flow of the ink, as even a slight pause allows more ink to spill from the
pen to produce an extra dark spot. Remember that the above specific characteristics of pressure must be seen
in combination with very heavy pressure in order to interpret the misplaced pressure pattern as extreme. The
manner in which the arm rests on the writing surface helps determine this, as does the pause before the change
in direction of the stroke. The shading of the stroke can be seen in both vertical and horizontal movement. Yet
in the final analysis, we must assume that when a writer is allowed to adjust his body position to the pen and
writing surface, he will, regardless of handedness, produce the slant that correctly describes his ability to
express himself socially. He is open to the experience of the moment, but his responses are cautious and
considered. This can be demonstrated by the jaw or the hand. This type is internally inhibited, and his power is
blocked from expression. When extreme pressure is found in the vertical dimension up and down movement
the writer adheres strongly to his principles. In this case, the fine-line felt tip makes it more difficult to spot.
This is an indication of repression of instinctual needs and feelings. They often marry young and will quickly
remarry if the first union ends.


